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sections, and said: "So long as Austria-Hungary in her own
interest will fight Russia, she is our ally. Her victory will benefit
us, because the overthrow of Russia in the course of the war
which is about to come will be our gain. But we shall not forget
that it is above all the cause of Poland that we are defending."
As against the Independentist statement Dmowski, at a meeting
of the National Democrats in Cracow, read a paper in which he
tried to show that an anti-Russian orientation was not a Polish
national orientation at all; the status quo was likely, he maintained,
to yield far better results. The two chief schools of Polish political
thought now stood out as (i) Russophil, with Dmowski in front,
and (2) Independentist, with Pilsudski leading and Jaworski col-
laborating, though what Jaworski and the Cracow Conservatives
sought was the union of Russian Poland with Austrian Poland
under the Habsburg dynasty.
THE AMERICAN POLES
The antagonism between the two main Polish schools did not
diminish as time went on. Both had their affiliations and propa-
gandists abroad working against each other, especially in the
United States, in which resided upwards of three million Poles, a
considerable number of whom had been settled in that country
for one, two or even three generations. Kosciuszko and Pulaski
had been prominent figures in the War for American Indepen-
dence. During the Polish insurrection of 1831 committees were
formed in America to raise funds for the Poles, and after its
suppression many Poles went to the United States. There was a
fresh wave of Polish emigration after the troubles of 1848, and
again after the insurrection of 1863.
The Poles became good American citizens, but they had their
own societies and clubs of one kind and another, and about
eighty papers and periodicals in their own language, a few of
which were the organs of political groups. One of these, the
Polish National Alliance, formed in Philadelphia in 1880, had its
origin in an attempt to preserve the nationalism of Polish Ameri-
cans. Another of these societies of a political cast was the Alliance
of Polish Socialists. Its membership was very much smaller than

